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Introduction 
 
On the 9th of September 2015, Local Energy Scotland and Argyll and Bute Council 
hosted a seminar focused on understanding community owned and shared 
ownership renewables projects, the day consisted of business professionals and 
community representatives sharing their experience and knowledge of renewables 
development. 
 
This report provides a summary of the presentations made and discussions held. 
The views expressed represent those of the participants rather than Local Energy 
Scotland or Argyll and Bute Council. It provides a resource to inform current and 
future conversations between all stakeholders.  
 
The majority of delegates were drawn from the Argyll and Bute local authority area. 
The event brought together over 50 delegates and speakers from: 

 Community Councils, Development Trusts and other community organisations 

 Intermediary organisations and community / third sector support agencies 

 Argyll and Bute Councillors and staff 

 Local Energy Scotland staff 
 
The presentations given at the seminar are available at www.argyll-
bute.gov.uk/understanding-community-renewables-and-shared-ownership-
opportunities.  
 
Structure of the Seminar  
 
The day was facilitated by Chris Morris of Local Energy Scotland.  Chris introduced 
the speakers, kept the discussion moving and facilitated questions and feedback 
from the floor. 
 
The Seminar was broken into three main Sessions: 
 
Session 1: An Introduction to renewables  
This section consisted of a sequence of presentations from Argyll and Bute Council, 
Local Energy Scotland and community representatives highlighting the main process 
and aspects involved with community renewables development. 
 
Session 2: Making it happen 
This session highlighted the associated project development phases involved in a 
community renewables, speakers involved representatives from: Community 
Development, Development Management, SSE, Community Energy Scotland and 
Islay Energy Trust. 
 
Session 3: Practical Workshop Session 
The final workshop session consisted of a practical session were the associated 
project development phases were discussed and placed onto visual aids via staged 
discussion. 
 
Each of the sessions was introduced with a series of presentations and concluded 
with a Q&A session. Key observations from the presentations are outlined below. 

http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/understanding-community-renewables-and-shared-ownership-opportunities
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/understanding-community-renewables-and-shared-ownership-opportunities
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/understanding-community-renewables-and-shared-ownership-opportunities
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Pippa Milne, Executive Director for Development and Infrastructure at Argyll and 
Bute Council welcomed everyone to the event. 
 
Session 1: An Introduction to renewables 
 
Audrey Martin: Argyll & Bute Council  
Audrey Martin introduced the overarching policy structures supporting community 
renewables within Argyll and Bute, with reference to the key action plans (EDAP and 
REAP). Audrey then moved onto the Community Renewables Opportunity Portal 
(CROP), which is available on the Argyll and Bute Council website, highlighting its 
purpose, origination and material through the presentation.  

 
James Buchan: Local Energy Scotland  
James Buchan introduced the 
work of Local Energy Scotland and 
the support available through the 
CARES scheme for locally owned 
renewables, shared ownership 
and community benefit. James 
discussed the current policy 
environment for renewables with 
reference to prevailing legislative 
concerns. 
 
Bob Chicken: Tarbert and Skipness Community Trust 
Bob Chicken provided a brief introduction to the Srondoire project (2010 start). 
Whilst highlighting the significant economic positives coming from the project, Bob 
also referenced the importance of due diligence (specifically the legal procedures). 
Bob also emphasises the importance of CARES in getting the project off the ground. 
Bob then talked with reference to community organisation and associated powers, as 
negotiations were a daily exchange they wanted people to have power to make 
decisions on behalf of the Trust, thus speeding up the process. Bob concludes with 
the main lessons learned, highlighting the importance of close communication within 
the community, it allows for the project to progress much faster. He also identified 
the need to call upon individuals within your community, with examples to 
professions and experience in fields such as legal, financial etc.  He concludes with 

http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop/background
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop-introduction
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop-basics
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop-benefits
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop-support
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/planning-and-environment/renewable-energy-action-plan
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/crop-faq
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regards to the context of negotiations, referencing the confusion caused with 
technical jargon, being able to communicate in an understandable context is 
paramount. 
 
Richard Thorne: Mull and Iona Community Trust 
Richard Thorne opened with a brief introduction to the Trust and the Garmony hydro 

scheme. He introduced the 2 year pre-
accreditation period, highlighting the 
difficulty involved with aligning the 
separate components of a project to fall 
within that time period. He touched on 
the initial stages of fund generation to 
get the project off the ground as well as 
other funding such as Renewable 
Energy Investment Fund (REIF). Richard 
highlighted the importance of social 

networking during the process. With reference to the economic considerations, 
Richard touches on the subject of the banks, highlighting the difficulty of getting a 
loan as a community with no business profile and a renewable technology which is 
often seen as high risk. 
 
Q&A Session  
1) “Would there be anything you would do differently with regards to the project?” 

The importance of developing an accurate and well developed community plan 
was highlighted, some communities may, after a while, run out of things to spend 
money on, a well-developed plan would accommodate for this.  
 

2) “When did the 2 year pre-accreditation start?” 
The 2 year period begins (pre-accreditation) once planning permission has been 
granted, a grid connection agreed and pre-accreditation application made. The 
advantage of being mostly developed or “a long way down the road” before this 
period begins was highlighted, as it allows for the maximum amount of time 
possible for construction etc. It was noted that the Government is consulting on 
amending pre-accreditation rules.  At the moment, eligible community 
organisations have 30 months from pre-accreditation to commission their hydro 
scheme, which is 6 months longer than non-community organisations. (Note 
since the Seminar, pre-accreditation has been amended)  
 

3) “What skills are essential for a community renewable project?”  
The importance of motivation and belief in a project was key for a community; 
you can buy all the other skills. The importance of using good quality firms, for 
example those recognised by accountants and other professionals, was identified 
as good quality work speeds up the process of due diligence and development. It 
is important to use the skills within the community if available, such as 
engineering, finance etc. 
 

4) “How many people were involved in the project from the community trust?” 
Tarbert and Skipness had 3 people regularly involved. 
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“Were the community happy with just a few people being involved?” 
There were no issues; the project progressed well with only a few individuals 
directly involved however this was backed up with the wider community 
consultation and communication. 
 

5) “Tariffs- what will happen in the future?” 
Local Energy Scotland referenced the ongoing consultation documents on the 
Feed In Tariff (FIT) and the uncertainties around Contracts for Difference for 
larger projects. They mentioned that the tariffs are monitored by DECC under the 
Levy Control Framework, and how they measure renewable uptake on a cost 
related basis. They highlighted the proposed FIT arrangements where the 
degression of the FIT generation tariff is dependent upon uptake. Under the 
current FIT regime, uptake has driven generation tariffs downwards. This is in line 
with a perceived reduction in capital costs for some technologies.    

 
6) “Biomass has a wood fuel forum, would a similar group for wind and solar be 

beneficial?” 
The importance of sharing information was recognised, it creates a “deepened” 
understanding of renewables , the benefits of speaking to other groups who have 
gone or are going through the process was recognised and Community Energy 
Scotland was highlighted as an organisation which could facilitate discussions. 
On Mull it was an important source to share and gather information/material. 

 
Session 2: Making it happen  
 
Laura MacDonald: Argyll and Bute Council 
Laura MacDonald highlighted a series of aspects/skills for which a community 
organisation would need or develop pursuing a renewables project. Laura firstly calls 
reference to the initial stages of project development, which involves the process of 
establishing an entity and associated goals/objectives, and how the importance of 
community structure/organisation plays a major role in the progression of a 
renewables project, Laura then concludes with reference to external organisations 
that can aid community development. 
 
Richard Kerr: Argyll and Bute Council 
Richard’s presentation highlighted the role 
planning authorities play with regards to the 
development of renewables, stressing the main 
factors to be considered such as: early 
discussions before planning permission is sought, 
being flexible and the allowance of sufficient time. 
 
Kirsty Stephen: SSE 
Kirsty firstly highlights the series of technical 
aspects involved with the grid applications, with 
reference to varying sizes of renewable projects. 
SSE are deploying new mapping software for 
general use, allowing consumers/public to view 
the grid and associated constraint sections 
throughout Argyll. Kirsty then concludes with 
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regards to the finances involved with a grid application and how they can be 
managed via payment schedules etc. 
 
Felix Wight: Community Energy Scotland  
Felix Wight highlighted the ACCESS project (which uses smart grid technology 
which balances local energy generation with local energy demand). He then 
highlighted the associated problems with grid constraints and fuel poverty which the 
ACCESS project seeks to address. He concluded the presentation with reference to 
the technical aspects of the technology. 
 
George Dean: Islay Energy Trust  
George Dean introduced the final 
presentation by illustrating the 
current scenario on Islay, with 
reference to population, industry 
and infrastructure. He then 
introduced the Islay Energy Trust, 
highlighting the organisation 
structure and associated projects. 
He referenced the community 
wind turbine, the process they 
took, associated problems and the 
lessons learned from the project. 
 
 
Q&A Session 
1) “If recent developers have been offering “community benefit” schemes prior to 

planning consent, does this sway the planning decision?” 
Financial incentives or community benefit schemes are not a planning 
consideration and are not material to the planning decision. 
 

2) “Do planning officers visit the project site?” 
Yes, the planning officer may visit the site on multiple occasions; it is usually the 
officers that visited the site that deal with the application. 
 

3) “Some communities are somewhat daunted by the 100+ page document report 
on grid application, can it be refined” 
The lengthy document is required to accommodate all aspects of an individual 
project especially as different projects have differing scenarios however SSE will 
look to add executive summary sections to make for more “easy reading”.  
 

4) “How can communities ensure grid capacity when their project develops (with 
reference to 2020 connection times for many areas of Argyll)?”  
It is important that communities seek to secure grid application slots at times 
were it is most practical and suitable for the project. The long lead in time of 
projects was acknowledged but the need to start discussions about grid 
connections early in the process was recognised as additional grid capacity 
created through SSE improvements will be filled. 
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Session 3: Practical Workshop Session 
 
Local Energy Scotland lead discussions with scribes highlighting and recording 
points and subjects stimulated via discussion. Two groups discussed the 
development process for community owned renewables and one group looked at 
investing in a community share of a commercial scheme. The discussions were 
focused around a simplified project plan used by Local Energy Scotland for groups 
accessing CARES funding. Illustrated below are the combined concluding remarks 
from the workshop session and important learning lessons from day: 
 
Expectations: be realistic about expectations, funds can be variable and 
unpredictable. Motivation and a belief in what you are doing is primary, projects are 
full of uncertainty and delays, so the commitment to push them through is 
paramount. 
 
Community Plan: the organisation needs to have appropriate governance and be 
supported by the wider community, this will be checked through due diligence, a 
community plan is a good way of drawing the community together, capturing their 
aspirations and communicating the role of the community renewables project. 
Communication needs to continue throughout the development process. 
 
Allow sufficient time: developing community renewables can take time, five years 
to get from idea to operation is not uncommon and some complex projects could 
take longer. 
 
Get advice early: speak to Local Energy Scotland, planning officers, SSE and 
others as early as possible once you have a proposal so that you can understand 
early in the process what the likely issues are. 
 
Be flexible: listen to the advice and amend your proposals if necessary. 
 
Expect the unexpected: no matter how well you plan there will always be issues 
that you didn’t expect. 
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Delegate Feedback 
 
Feedback from those attending the seminar was good with the most people 
indicating that the various aspects of the seminar were either good or excellent. 
Comments included "Enjoyable" and "Fantastic networking opportunity".  
 
The three sessions during the day were also well received by delegates.  
 

 
 

Poor Not great OK Good Excellent

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3


